
REF. ALT45156

Prices from €940,000  New development
ALT45156 Luxury Villas, Finestrat, Costa Blanca
A new development of Houses / Villas for sale in Finestrat, Costa Blanca with a starting price of €940,000, 5 Houses / Villas available

5
Units available  

3.0
Bedrooms  

396m²
Sizes from  

Granted
Building licence

+34 965 208 331 altea@lucasfox.es lucasfox.com Plaza de los Deportes, Altea, Alicante, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:altea@lucasfox.es
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

A new development of luxury Villas for sale in Finestrat,
Costa Blanca with a starting price of €895,000

Welcome to the exclusive complex of 11 luxury villas inspired by the beauty and
elegance of Venice, Italy. This stunning venue combines contemporary luxury with a
unique Venetian touch to offer guests an unrivaled experience.

Each of the 11 villas has been meticulously designed to capture the essence of
Venice, with canals and water surrounding the property, creating a serene and
magical atmosphere. Each villa has its own private pool, spanning over 50 square
meters, allowing guests to relax and enjoy the feeling of being on their own private
island in the middle of this water oasis.

The complex is located in a safe and private environment, which guarantees the
tranquility and privacy of the residents. Additionally, the client has the option to
choose between three finish versions for their villa, allowing them to personalize
their space according to their personal tastes and preferences.

Each villa is designed with attention to detail and offers exquisite interior design that
combines modern elements with Venetian influences, such as high ceilings, arches
and high-quality finishes. The large windows allow natural light to flood the spaces,
creating a bright and welcoming atmosphere in each villa.

The resort not only offers luxury and elegance, but also exceptional amenities such as
a private gym, outdoor entertainment areas and carefully landscaped gardens.
Residents can enjoy the feeling of living in a corner of Venice while staying in an
idyllic and exclusive location.

In short, this luxury villa complex in Finestrat offers a unique experience that
combines the serenity of Venice with modern comforts. Each villa with its private
pool and the possibility of customization ensures that clients create unforgettable
memories in this paradise corner.

lucasfox.com/go/alt45156
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UNITS IN THIS DEVELOPMENT

Type Status Floor Distribution Size

House / Villa €940,000 Floor 3 Bedrooms 3 Bathrooms 396m²

House / Villa €940,000 Floor 3 Bedrooms 4 Bathrooms 416m²

House / Villa €940,000 Floor 3 Bedrooms 2 Bathrooms 396m²

House / Villa €985,000 Floor 3 Bedrooms 4 Bathrooms 416m²

House / Villa €1,050,000 Floor 3 Bedrooms 2 Bathrooms 416m²

House / Villa Sold Floor 3 Bedrooms 4 Bathrooms 399m²

House / Villa €1,250,000 Floor 3 Bedrooms 2 Bathrooms 458m²
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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